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Refugees from Burundi arrive in Tanzania
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Their Only Security is Us
This year’s focus on refugees deserves the special
treatment we gave Anzac Day, and more so. Because
unlike the nightmare of Gallipoli and the Great War that
did end, this is a horror story that gets worse by the day.
In the Mediterranean we’ve been watching the biggest
mass migration since World War Two. Thousands of
desperate families pay racketeers for space in
overcrowded and unseaworthy little boats to flee the
chaos in Syria, Eritrea and across sub Saharan Africa.
1800 have drowned so far this year, and the Italian
coastguard alone has rescued another 170,000. With
receiving countries in Europe running for cover, the
casualty rate promises to keep rising.
Closer to home is the same desperate refugee flow from
persecution and poverty across South East Asia, notably
in Myanmar, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka.
Safe havens are just as scarce as they are in the north.
Indonesia and its neighbours offer no welcome, Australia
neatly deflects the survivors of ocean ordeals to Nauru,
willing to pay that island’s government A$1000 per
refugee per month for keeping them away from the
Lucky Country.
And just in case that makes us feel smug, our own prime
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